
Start Here

 YES 

You should get a
hardware device. Two

of the most popular
are the Ledger Nano
S and Trezor Wallets.

 YES 

 Do you have somewhere
safe to backup the seed
that lets people access

your funds?

Get a safety deposit box
or another long-term
offline secure storage

location.

 YES 

 NO 

Would you be prepared
to spend a little extra to
protect against fire and

floods?

 OK 

Get a CryptoSteel to
secure your seed against

the elements.

 YES 

 NO 

Is it on a device
connected to the

internet?

Sounds good. Don't tell
anyone about it unless

you trust them
completely.

 NO 

Have you at least
encrypted the private seed
or key before sending it to

this device?

Done

 NO 

 Yes 

Do you also have some
you plan on saving long

term?

 Desktop / Laptop 

 Mobile / Cell Phone 

What is your primary
device for interacting
with cryptocurrency?

 YES 

Do you want to interact
with cryptocurrencies
other than Bitcoin?

iOS Android
Which Mobile

opertaing system
do you use?

Jaxx works well for
this. They also

create apps for your
other devices too.

 iOS/iPhone 

 Android 

 Blackberry 
Which Mobile opertaing

system do you use?

You should be fine
with something like

Bread Wallet.

 NO 

Yes
Do you have the

capability to install
software on this device?

 YES 

Are you a developer or
purist that has a lot of

spare storage space on
your hard drive?

Use the official reference
client of the

cryptocurrency designed
for your platform.

Do you use
cryptocurrencies for

payments?

 YES 

 NO 

Do you want digital
access to your funds

without having to
compromise your long

term storage?

You should use
Bitcoin Wallet by

Andreas Schildback. 

Coinomi or Jaxx
should do the trick.
Jaxx will work with
your other devices

too.

Would you be prepared to
spend a little money to

protect your
cryptocurrency?

 OK 

You might need to use a
custodial wallet. You would

generally access this through a
browser.

 US Federal (FDIC) Insurance 

 Own your private keys (Most Decentralised) 

 Make Card Payments WIth It  

Which of these features
interests you most?

You should use a service like
Blockchain.com. They stored

an encryped version of your
wallet online which you unlock
whilst using. This allows you to

control your keys without
storing them locally. 

You should use Coinbase.
They run the largest exchange

in the world, have a rare US
"BitLicense". Thier hot wallets
are insured against hacks and
US customer cash deposits are

covered by FDIC Insurance.

You should use a service like
Xapo. They store your coins in
a swiss bunker and provide a

card and app that lets you
spend them.

 NO 

 YES 
Do you actively trade
your cryptocurrency ?

You should only leave the
cryptocurrency on an

exchange whilst actively
trading as you don't

control the private keys
and are at risk of

exchange hacks. Once
you have finished trading

send your funds to a
more appropriate wallet.

No

 YES 

Would you be prepared
to spend a little money

to protect your
cryptocurrency?

You should create a paper
wallet and keep it

somewhere very secure.
You might also want to put

it in an airtight and
waterproof zip lock bag to

protect the paper.

You should use Exodus
or Jaxx. They are both

available for Linux,
MacOS, and Windows.
Jaxx also offers wallets
for mobiles if you want a

unified experience.

CRYPTOCURRENCY WALLETS 

Which Cryptocurrency Wallet Should you Use? 

                
           

              
           

  

                
           

              
          

   

          
      

https://www.openlink.nz/which-wallet/

The latest version of this flowchart for choosing a wallet, as well as 
active links to all wallets and companies mentioned, are available at:

You should definitely encrypt it 
first. Some open source

solutions are CryptoMator,
OpenPGP and Veracrypt.

You have the most
options. Choose

either Bitcoin Wallet, 
Bread Wallet,

Electrum, or Simple
Bitcoin Wallet.


